The crystal ball that the power electronics industry employs to gaze into the future is the PSMA Power Technology roadmap. This is a regular biennial activity where many industry experts come together to outline the future directions of our industry. This presentation will provide a retrospective overview and analysis of past roadmaps and compare their predictions to subsequent results. The intent of this exercise is to polish the crystal ball and enable future roadmaps to be even more effective.

The results of Power Technology roadmap published in 2015 will also be highlighted in this presentation. The PSMA roadmap activity differs from many commercially available documents as it has contributions from industry insiders with significant technology awareness and depth. Over past few years, the roadmap activity has evolved into a three-dimensional approach where component level trends, application level trends and technology trends are interposed to give a more comprehensive view. The roadmap also captures the industry trends through invited webinars from various industry experts regarding the trends. While casual readers will be able to take away the evolution of pertinent metrics in various application categories, more voracious perusal of the roadmap content will undoubtedly give many more illuminating insights to the readers.
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